
Choosing LogicGate to Replace Your 
Legacy GRC Solution

In LogicGate, you have a next generation GRC platform. In Agile GRC Solutions, a 
partner with intimate knowledge of your business needs. It’s the combination to 

help you move beyond your outdated GRC system.

LogicGate partners with Agile GRC Solutions to oversee a frictionless platform migration. We 
recognize that moving data, processes, reporting, and access control to a new system presents 
a daunting challenge. Don’t navigate these waters alone.

We know how important data is to your business. 
During the migration, you’ll always know that your 
data is secure thanks the following services:

• Legacy Data Export: With help of Agile GRC 
Solutions experts, you will have a dedicated 
guide to oversee the transference of data 
from your current system to LogicGate.

• Data Mapping: We ensure complete mapping 
of all fields currently in use within LogicGate 
workflows.

• Data Exchange with Third Party Platforms: 
We ensure that existing data feeds or 
integrations can be replaced with LogicGate 
or middleware applications. This is made 
possible through SOAP or REST APIs.

A Smooth Migration

No Data Left Behind



312.279.2775
320 W Ohio St.
Suite 5E
Chicago, IL 60654

Request a demo at
LogicGate.com/Demo

Agile GRC Solutions boasts two decades of deep GRC domain experience. Combine that 
with their hands-on knowledge of the LogicGate platform, and you have a partner who can 
offer expert guidance throughout your migration.

It’s time to get better visibility, scalability, and reporting from your GRC solution. With 
LogicGate and Agile GRC Solutions, you’ll do GRC better.

Trusted by:

• Process Mapping: The processes that you leverage today are seamlessly transferred to the
appropriate use case processes in LogicGate, with no duplication.

• Access Control: To maintain continuity of access rights and entitlements tied to mission
critical processes, we diagram your access control schema and replicate it in LogicGate.

• Reports and Dashboards: We document all current data sharing and reporting capabilities
to maintain consistency in communication with key stakeholders.

A Trusted Partner

Replication of Your Existing Processes


